
Flagship homes developer pushing dirt down into the gully
Graffiti
There is a lot of dumping going on here. There are some areas where young people 
have built things with leftover lumber. It is a mess and it seems dangerous
There is plenty of trash and dumping in the area behind my house. People sometimes 
even dump rock, dirt, and grass clippings. Children gather trash in the wash to make
"forts"to play in.
Builders are dumping waste
Using it as a dump.
People dump their yard waste and other trash in it a lot.
Construction materials always end up there.
Trash
Not sure some is illegal. Trash is put down there sometimes and I quit burning my 
tree limbs in it.
Houses that are next to it use it for dumping yard waste and such.
dumping of trash
I haven't seen it happening but there is always large items throughout the wash
OHV use in parts of the wash. Sometimes it provides an escape from law enforcement
full of junk, trash and weeds
People dump garbage and lawn clippings in it all the time.
Illegal dumping
Garbage and lawn debris.
I've observed trash and furniture/couches/mattresses left down in the gulch in a few
different places.
Industrial steel wheel dumped in the wash and fence . Construction liter dumped in 
the wash.
I just see areas that have been used for dumping, teens doing drugs and partying
All kinds of illegal dumping and abuse by developers
Tires
People dumping garbage anything from yard waste to belongings that should go to the 
dump
A lot of trash and graffiti near Porter's Crossing Blvd.
I don’t know if it’s illegal but they dumped all that dirt down there, changed the 
slope, killed the natural habitat.
I've seen all sorts of stuff dumped in the wash. Including: mattresses, grass 
clippings, construction junk, etc. I've also seen residents just steal the land and 
move their fence line.
Garbage
Silver lake contractor debris
Just people throwing trash in
Seen concrete trucks washing out after pouring a foundation
Lots of trash everywhere
There is always trash in the wash. I've never witnessed anyone dumping there but it 
definitely happens.
It seems like there is trash and debris in the area, with some pieces of concrete 
and other things.
It looked like plastic or something solidified got dumped one
Lots of trash and the occasional kids getting into mischief (usually not too bad 
though)
Scooters, trash, old toys



Much trash and dog poop from neighboring homes
Dumping of grass, leaves and tree trimmings. Pushing off dirt onto the wash
Steel industrial wheel, fence post, plastic bags. And other litter that has prop my 
been blown in by the wind
Grass clippings, garbage dumped, old wood
trash dumped, disturbing owl and other nestings
Trash dumped
Construction and trash.
New construction using it as a dumping area and also changing the natural 
aspect/flow of the wash
Construction trash in Silverlake
Some dumping but haven’t seen much personally
Dog kennels, tires, grass clippings
Developers (edge) not follow federal and state laws as a wildlife protection
Lots of children’s forts and trash
People dump anything from furniture, yard waste, wood scraps, trash, anything they 
can! Also, teena go there to graffiti
just a lot of trash and debris
Trash and dumping
When they were building houses the works would just dump down there or you have 
citizens just drop stuff off close to it
People ride atvs there and throw trash
Dumping
I see neighbors & landscapers dump yard debris all the time. Then it blows away with
the wind.
Dirt bikes that create deep ruts. And destroy the natural vegetation.Developers who 
drastically change the landscape, that makes it worse than before. Changes to the 
landscape that make the water drain like a waterfall.
A plastic slide made to dump rocks into the gulch in the North Ranch/Arrival 
subdivisions We also have many neighbors that take their large weeds and throw them 
in the gulch.
People always be dumping their stuff there. Also the city allowed a developer to 
demolish an area active with owls in order to make that money$$!!
Garbage being thrown in the wash
There is a lot of stuff that has been dumped down in there.
We can see it from our home further south along the church fields. People go there 
at night with flashlights. We were about what they're doing. One night someone was 
out there with a dog. We heard a gunshot and no more dog sounds afterwards. It's 
dangerous to have an accessible place that is not visible to anyone else. Even if 
it's grass instead of nature, it's dangerous to keep it accessible to the public. 
The section noted for the park may be more visible and less dangerous, but down by 
me it's a hazard as long as people can access it. It also floods a lot in the spring
and is a drowning hazard. And it attracts antelope and lone coyotes at our end. I 
personally think it should be left as is but made inaccessible to people (but open 
to animals) if possible.
Trucks hauling in dirt near the new Cascade building
Lots of trash in the wash. Fire pits. Beer bottles.
Flagship homes encroaching on wash, disturbing native areas
I see illegal parking of vehicles and huge trailers (that kids climb on and could 
get hurt) and dumping of things other than weeds, rocks or dirt.



There's always trash down there
I’ve seen old cars in one that looked like they were dumped a long time ago
Seen builders pushing dirt and debris down into the gulch
There is a lot of trash in the gulch
Builders/developers using as a dump site
Bikes and trash near Ridley
From our home, we saw the land developer for FlagShip homes push dirt (either 
inadvertently or purposefully) into the wash. The city has to be very serious about 
such infringements that are unfortunately irreversible - fining the developer a 
solid amount would have been the right approach rather than issue a one day citation
on correcting the mess.
Too many people just see it as a dump site instead of a beautiful place to visit all
the time and to take beautiful pictures of wildlife.
Construction dumping debirs and destroying the integrity of the wash
Lot's of garbage, including garbage from local construction. People dump whatever 
they want in it.
The new development near the Evans ranch parks has dumped dirt into the gulch.
Residents and construction companies dumping yard waste and construction waste
destruction of owl habitats
Kids with bags of drinks and snacks that leave their trash after playing
Destruction of the owl habitat. This was unnecessary. We don’t need to dump or 
change the wash.
Developers dumping construction waste, disturbing the ground with large machinery
Leave it in its natural state for the wildlife
During Smithfield building houses in Oak Hollow, construction debris blew into gulch
like concrete blankets and plastic. Some of it was never cleaned up to this day.o
Garbage, dog poop that lazy owners have left lying around, wild and rude kids who go
down to wreck the nests and burrows of the animals that live there. That’s because 
lazy parents don’t care what or where their children are doing, lazy parents create 
lazy families that think that nature is here for them to destroy!!!
Filled in drainage for the wash by home owner.
By the park on Silver Park Drive
Destruction of owl habitats.
Dumping, littered
I have video footage of builders literally DUMPING large pieces of concrete in the 
gulch. I sent them to the city and it was too late, the city let those builders do 
ANYTHING THEY WANTED. Shame on the city for allowing that to be ruined.
Trash everywhere zero enforcement.
I have seen trash
Absolutely tragic dumping of dug dirt into the wash by new home development, 
destroying nesting owls. The above questions for current use and current conditions 
are only 4/5 in frustration for the illegal dumping and harming of the natural habit
that MUST be protected. It is otherwise beautiful and should be left alone.
developers on current homes being built
I’ve seen debris leftover from construction companies
I have found drug pipes along the bottoms of Silver Creek Way where a bridge may 
being built.
Eagle Mountain city approving the building of homes so close to the wash that they 
have to destroy the wash and owl homes in it to make it “safer” to build homes next 
to. I watched with my own eyes as machines destroyed current nesting sites of owls. 



It was disgusting. The homes should not have been approved to be built that close to
the wash so it had to be altered.
I don't know if it's "illegal" since the city allowed it, but the construction 
companies dumping dirt, cement, etc into the wash and burying owl nests under an 
ugly mess.
Developers have dumped concrete and building materials that have affected owl 
habitats
Construction around the wash is not concerned with protecting the wash and habitat. 
Debris is often left to fall into the wash affecting the area. Dirt is shoved up 
against the area and left to fall in.
The developer destroying the owls habitat.
People dumping grass clippings back there
Graffiti, lots of trash but that is probably from wind
Flagship pushing trash into the wash
Mainly trash from irresponsible people.
I’ve seen trash dumped down there. We often do family clean ups to clear trash.
There is a lot of trash and garbage
Lots of dumping and vandalism when I have hiked down there.
Residents of the city and the city itself treats the wash like it's nothing 
important, as if it's a dirty dumping place for everyone to abuse. This gulch is 
there because it's an old flood path and needs to be respected as the thing that 
will save our city if we ever had a 1000 year flood event. It's also a special 
microcosm for species that were here before humans, and their homes and ecosystem 
needs to be respected as a special place that can't be found anywhere else in earth.
Dumping should never be permitted under any conditions. Destruction, even in part, 
should never take place. This gulch helps make Eagle Mountain special.
The new construction on the south side of the gulch completely reshaped it and 
destroyed wildlife.
Developers are destroying it.
Illegal dumping, fireworks, cactus collection and shooting
Contractor pushing dirt into was along with blocking the natural stream
Random people dumping furniture, construction companies dumping concrete and other 
construction trash
Construction issues not protecting wildlife and leaving materials behind
People throw stuff (concrete, sinks, trash) in it all the time, we walk by daily and
there’s always new trash
I’ve seen lots of trash down there but I haven’t seen who is responsible
Campfires, paintballs, dirt bikes and ATV’s
Builders
I have lived with the gulch in my back yard for 13 years. I don't see any active 
dumping, but there is a large amount of garbage in the gulch. There is also alot of 
construction in the area and it is affecting the gulch.
Trash being dumped. Bike riding.
Developers dumping overburden and waste
Developers destroying owl habitat and dumping dirt into the wash.
I see trash dumped down there occasionally, but I don't see who is doing the 
dumping.
Things are dumped all the time behind my house at 7731 N Silver Ranch Rd.
I saw a construction outfit dumping dirt and rocks in the wash about a year ago
Same as everyone else developer dumped stuff in it and destroyed owl and fox dens



I've read that developers are dumping there
Dumping of weeds and other yard trash
Construction
Guy on corner drops dirt loads and garbage
OHV use, dumping, stream alteration
Lots of garbage
General garbage and some larger items washing down the gulch
It's a dumping ground for garbage from old appliances to carpets. Raptor and bird 
nests have been carelessly destroye.
Yard waste and trash dumping
My backyard is right up against the tickville gulch in silverlake. I wish it 
would've been left alone, but with all of the building going on I feel like the 
gulch has been ruined. Something needs to change to fix the damage that has been 
done. I witnessed a tractor digging out the side, and after making a few phone calls
they finally stopped and later came and dumped a bunch of fill dirt in its place. 
That was 8 years ago and it still looks terrible. Please do something because it 
looks terrible.
ATV’s and a lot of trash.
Too many things to count. Couches, chairs, dressers, Tv, bikes, lawn chairs, kiddie 
pools, remnants of homeless person living there and much more


